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Topics : Tenses (Present, Past, Future) 

              Parts of speech 

 

Day 1: PRESENT TENSE 

 

BEFORE WE START, LET’S REVISE: 

WHAT IS TENSE??? The tense of a verb shows THE TIME OF AN ACTION OR 

EVENT. 

 

Examples: I write this letter to please you. (The verb ‘write’ refers to present time) 

                   I wrote the letter in his very presence. (The verb ‘wrote’ refers to past time) 

                   I shall write another letter tomorrow. (The verb ‘shall write’ refers to future time) 

 

LET’S LEARN WHAT IS PRESENT TENSE,ITS FORMS AND THEIR USES! 

 

SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE :  

 

1. To express a habitual action :  

Examples : He drinks tea every morning. 

                    I get up at 5 o’clock everyday. 

                    My watch keeps good time. 

 

2. To express general truths: 

Examples: The sun rises in the east. 

                   Honey tastes sweet. 

                   Fortune favours the brave. 

 

3. In exclamatory sentences beginning with here and there to express what is actually 

taking place in the present : 

Examples : Here comes the bus! 

                    There she goes! 

 

4. To express a future event that is part of a fixed timetable or programme: 

Examples : The next flight departs tomorrow morning. 

                    The train leaves at 5:20 p.m. 

                    When does the coffee house reopen? 

 

5. It is used, instead of Simple Future Tense, in sentences expressing time and condition: 

Examples : 1. I shall wait till you finish your lunch. 

                    2. If it rains, we shall get wet. 

 

PRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE : 

 

1. For an action going on at the time of speaking: 

Examples: She is singing (now). 



                   The boys are playing hockey. 

2. For a temporary action which may not be actually happening at the time of speaking: 

Example : I am reading ‘Gulliver’s Travels’.(but I am not reading at this moment) 

 

3.For an action that has already been arranged to take place in the near future: 

Examples: I am going to the cinema tonight. 

                   My uncle is arriving tomorrow. 

 

 

 

 

 

The following verbs, on account of their meaning, are not normally used in the continuous 

form:  

      VERBS                                            EXAMPLES 

Verbs of Perception See, hear, smell, notice, recognise 

Verbs of Appearing Appear, look, seem 

Verbs of Emotion Want, wish, desire, feel, like, love, hate, hope, refuse, prefer 

Verbs of Thinking Think, suppose, believe, agree, consider, trust, remember, forget, 

know, understand, imagine, mean, mind 

Have (=possess) Own, possess, belong to, contain, consist of, be (except being) 

 

 

 

 

 

WRONG RIGHT 

These grapes are tasting sour These grapes taste sour 

I am thinking you are wrong. I think you are wrong. 

She is looking sad. She looks sad. 

He is having a smart phone. He has a smart phone. 

 
However, the verbs listed above can be used in the continuous tense with a change of 

meaning: 

Examples: She is tasting the soup to see if it needs more salt. (taste=test the flavour of) 

                   I am thinking of going to Malaysia. (think of=consider the idea of) 

                   They are having lunch. (have=eat) 

 

PRESENT PERFECT TENSE: 

 

1.To indicate complete activities in the immediate past (with just): 

Examples: He has just gone out 

                   It has just struck ten. 

 

2.To express past actions whose time is not given and not definite: 

Examples: Have you read ‘Gulliver’s Travels’? 

ALWAYS REMEMBER 

WE MIGHT GO WRONG IN SOME USE OF VERBS. LET’S LEARN 

THE CORRECT USES!  
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                   I have never known him to be angry. 

                   Mr.Hari has been to Japan. 

3.To describe past events when we think more of their effect in the present than of the 

action itself: 

Examples: Gopi has eaten all the biscuits. (i.e., there aren’t any left for you) 

                   I have cut my finger. (and it is bleeding now) 

                   I have finished my work. (now I am free) 

 

4. To denote an action beginning at some time in the past and continuing up to the 

present moment (often with since and for): 

Examples: I have known him for a long time. 

                   He has been ill since last week. 

                   We haven’t seen Padma for several months. 

 

The following Adverbs can also be used with Present Perfect tense: 

Never, ever (in question only), so far, till now, yet (in negatives and questions), already, 

today, this week, this month etc. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

For example : He has gone to Calcutta yesterday. X (wrong) 

What will be the correct sentence??? He went to Calcutta yesterday. 

 

PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSE: 

 1. An action Which began at some time in the past and is still continuing: 

Examples: He has been sleeping for five hours. (and is still sleeping) 

                   They have been building the bridge for several months. 

                   They have been playing since 4 o’clock.          

                            
 

2. For an action already finished. In such cases the continuity of the activity is 

emphasised as an explanation of something. 

Example : ‘Why are tour clothes so wet?’—‘I have been watering the garden.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE THAT THE PRESENT PERFECT TENSE IS NEVER USED 

WITH ADVERBS OF PAST TIME. 

LET’S LEARN THE SENTENCE STRUCTURE OF PRESENT TENSE 

AND ITS FORMS! 



 

FORMS SUBJECT(SINGULAR/PLURAL)  VERB PARTICIPLE 

Simple Singular 

Plural 

Finite verb+s 

Finite verb 

(do not add s) 

 

Continuous Singular 

Plural 

am/is 

are 

Present (verb+ing) 

Present (verb+ing) 

Perfect Singular 

Plural 

Has 

Have 

Past 

Past 

Perfect 

Continuous 

Singular 

Plural 

Has been 

Have been 

Present (verb+ing) 

Present (verb+ing) 

 

 

  

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of Present Tense of the verbs given in brackets: 

1. He __________ (watch) T.V. most evenings. 

2. Our final term exam __________ (begin) on 5
th

 February. 

3. I am late because I ____________ (drive) my car slow. 

4. Don’t disturb me, I ____________ (work) on my project now. 

5. I _________ (not meet) my friend for a long time. 

 

 

Day 2: PAST TENSE 

BEFORE WE START, LET’S REVISE: 

WHAT IS PAST TENSE??? An action or situation in the past. 

  

LET’S LEARN WHAT IS PAST TENSE,ITS FORMS AND THEIR USES! 

 

FORMS USES EXAMPLES 

Simple Past 1.Action completed in the 

past, often with adverbs of 

past time 

 

 

 

2. Sometimes, simple past is 

used without adverb of time. 

In such cases, the time may 

be either implied or indicated 

by the context. 

 

3. For past habits 

The streamer sailed 

yesterday. 

I received his letter a week 

ago. 

She left school last year. 

 

I learnt Hindi in Nagpur. 

I didn’t sleep well (i.e., last 

night). 

Babar defeated Rana Sanga 

at Kanwaha. 

 

She studied many hours 

everyday. 

She always carried an 

umbrella. 

Past Continuous 1. Action going on at some 

time in the past.(The time of 

the action may or may not be 

indicated) 

We were watching T.V. all 

evening. 

It was getting darker. 

The light went out while I 
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2. Also used with always, 

continually etc for persistent 

habits in the past. 

was reading. 

When I saw him, he was 

playing chess. 

(Please note that in the last 

two examples, Past 

Continuous and Simple Past 

are used together when a new 

action (light went out, I saw 

him) happened in the middle 

of a longer action ( I was 

reading, he was playing) 

 

He was always grumbling. 

3.Past Perfect (Completed 

Action) 

1. An action completed  

before a certain moment in 

the past. 

(Note that, in this case two 

actions which happened in 

the past are used. 

The first action should be 

in the Past Perfect, the 

second action should be in 

Simple Past tense) 

When I reached the station, 

the train had started. 

(1
st
 action – had started 

2
nd

 action – reached) 

 

 I had done my exercise 

when Hari came to see me. 

(1
st
 action – had done 

2
nd

 action – came) 

 

I had written the letter before 

he arrived. 

(1
st
 action – had written 

2
nd

  action – arrived) 

 

4. Past Perfect Continuous 1. For an action that began 

before a certain point in the 

past and continued up to that 

time. 

(Two actions are used. The 

1
st
 action should continue 

up to the time the 2
nd

 action 

takes place.  

The first continuous action 

should be Past Perfect 

Continuous, the second 

action should be in Simple 

Past Tense.) 

When Mr.Mukherjee came to 

school in 1995, Mr.Anand 

had already been teaching 

there for five years. 

(1
st
 action – Mr.Anand had 

been teaching 

Up to what time? – till the 

second action takes place. 

2
nd

 action- Mr.Mukherjee 

came to school) 

 

 

 

 

Consider the following diagrams for better understanding of Past Perfect and Past 

Perfect Continuous Tense: 

 



 

PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSE 

 

 

 

 

FORMS SUBJECT(SINGULAR/PLURAL)  VERB PARTICIPLE 

Simple Singular and Plural Past tense of 

Finite Verb 
 

Continuous Singular 

Plural 

was 

were 

Present (verb+ing) 

Present (verb+ing) 

Perfect Singular and Plural Had Past 

Perfect 

Continuous 

Singular and Plural Had been Present (verb+ing) 

 

 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of Past Tense of the verbs given in brackets: 

 

1. When I saw her, she __________ (eat) a burger. 

2. Yesterday at 9 o’clock, he __________ (work) on his computer. 

3. He always ________ (like) to visit my place for a cup of coffee. 

4. The robbers __________ (break) into the house before we entered. 

5. When the British invaded India, Calcutta __________ (flourish) with its resources. 

6. By the time we entered the auditorium, she __________ (perform) the play. 

7. It __________ (rain) all evening yesterday. 

8. He _________ (always complain) about everything.         

 

 

WORKSHEET 2 

LET’S LEARN THE SENTENCE STRUCTURE OF PAST TENSE AND 

ITS FORMS! 



WORKSHEET 1: 1.watches  2. begins  3.have been driving  4.am working  5.have not met 

 

WORKSHEET 2 : 1.was eating   2.was working  3.liked  4.had broken  5.had been 

flourishing   6.had been performing  7.was raining  8.was always complaining    

 

Day 3: Future Tense 

BEFORE WE START, LET’S REVISE: 

WHAT IS FUTURE TENSE??? An action or situation that will take place in the 

FUTURE. 

  

LET’S LEARN WHAT IS FUTURE TENSE,ITS FORMS AND THEIR USES! 

 

FORMS USES EXAMPLES 

Simple Future 1. To talk about things which 

we cannot control. It 

expresses the future as a fact. 

 

 

2.To talk about what we 

think or believe will happen 

in the future. 

 

 

 

 

3. When we decide to do 

something at the time of 

speaking. 

I shall be twenty next 

Saturday. 

It will be Diwali in a week. 

We will know our results on 

Monday. 

I think Pakistan will win the 

match. 

I am sure Helen will get a 

first class. 

(Please note that we may also 

use this tense with I expect, I 

believe, Probably etc) 

It is raining. I will take an 

umbrella. 

“Mr.Sinha is very busy at the 

moment.” – “All right, I will 

wait.” 

 

Future Continuous 1.To talk about actions which 

will be in progress at a time 

in future. 

 

 

 

 

2.To talk about actions in the 

future which are already 

planned or which are 

expected to happen in the 

normal course of things. 

This time tomorrow I will be 

sitting on the beach in 

Singapore. 

Please don’t come at 5 

o’clock, I will be watching 

the tennis match on TV. 

 

I will be staying here till 

Sunday. 

He will be meeting us next 

week. 

The postman will be coming 

soon. 

Future Perfect To talk about actions that 

will be completed by a 

certain future time. 

I shall have written my 

exercise by then. 

He will have left before you 

go to see her. 

##ANSWER KEY 

 



By the end of this month, I 

will have worked here for 

five years 

Future Perfect Continuous For actions which will be in 

progress over a period of 

time that will end in the 

future. 

By next March, we shall 

have been living here for four 

years. 

I will have been teaching for 

twenty years next July. 

 

 
       

1. We use going to when we have decided to do something before talking about it.  

Examples: I am going to sign the contract papers. 

                   I am going to buy a car. 

 

2. We also use going to form to talk about what seems likely or certain, when there is 

something in the present which tells us about the future. 

Examples: Look at those clouds; it is going to rain. 

                   The boat is full of water. It is going to sink. 

                   Look how she sobs; she is going to break down. 

 

 

 We use Simple Present Tense and Present 

Continuous Tense to denote certain actions in the future. (Revise the uses of Simple 

Present Tense and Present Continuous Tense.) 

For better understanding of Future Perfect and Future Perfect Continuous Tense, look 

at the diagrams below: 

 

REMEMBER 

RECAPITULATION

ON 



 
 

FUTURE PERFECT CONTINUOUS 

TENSE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FORMS SUBJECT(SINGULAR/PLURAL)  VERB PARTICIPLE 

Simple Singular and Plural Future tense 

of Finite Verb 
 

Continuous Singular and Plural Will be Present (verb+ing) 

Perfect Singular and Plural Will have  Past 

Perfect 

Continuous 

Singular and Plural Will have 

been 

Present (verb+ing) 

 

 

LET’S LEARN THE SENTENCE STRUCTURE OF FUTURE TENSE 

AND ITS FORMS! 



Fill in the blanks with the correct form of future tense of verbs given in brackets: 

 

1. This book is not long. I _________ (read) it by lunch time. 

2. I am sure she _________ (pass) the exam. 

3. Oh dear! I __________. (sneeze) 

4. Probably we ________ (visit) Mahabaleshwar next month. 

5. The train __________ (arrive) before we reach the station. 

6.When I get home, my dog ________ (sit) at the gate for me. 

7. My father _________ (work) in this company for 20 years next month. 

8. The next term ________ (begin) on 16
th

 November. 

 

 

 

Fill in each of the numbered blanks with the correct form of the word given in brackets. Do 

not copy the passage, but write in correct serial order the word or phrase appropriate to the 

blank space. 

Example: 

(0) He had been ......(0)..... (sit) on the bank of a small irrigation canal. 

Answer: sitting 

He was ....(1)..... (gaze) at a couple of heron .....(2)...... (fish) in the muddy water, when he 

....(3).... (feel) something bump his elbow. .....(4)...... (look) around, he ....(5)..... (find) at his 

side, a little goat, jet black and soft as velvet with lovely grey eyes. Neither her owner, nor 

her mother ___(6)___ (be) around. She continued to ___(7)___ (nudge) Mukesh, so he 

___(8)___ (look) in his pocket for nourishment. 

 

 

   

 
WORKSHEET 3 : 1.will have read   2.will pass   3.am going to sneeze   4.will visit   5.will 

have arrived   6.will be sitting   7.will have been working   8.begins 

 

WORKSHEET 4: 1.gazing  2.fishing  3.felt  4.looking  5.found  6.was  7.nudge  8.looked 

 

 

Day 4: Parts of Speech 

 

For a quick revision of Parts of Speech, refer to the link given below: 

https://youtu.be/VUZNZVxZa6M 

 

Learn the change in parts of speech from the list provided below: 

S.No. Verbs Nouns Adjectives Adverbs 

1 accept acceptance acceptable   

2 achieve achievement achievable   

3 act action active actively 

WORKSHEET 3 
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https://youtu.be/VUZNZVxZa6M


4 act activity active actively 

5 act activeness active actively 

6 add addition additional   

7 adjust adjustment adjustable   

8 admire admiration admirable   

9 advise advice advisable   

10 amass mass massive massively 

11 amazed amazement amazing   

12 amuse amusement amusing   

13 annoy annoyance annoying   

14 approach approach approachable   

15 attend attention attentive   

16 attract attraction attractive   

17 avoid avoidance avoidable   

18 believe belief believable   

19 blacken blackness black   

20 bleed blood bloody   

21 bore boredom boring   

22 bother botheration bothering   

23 breathe breath breathing   

24 bury burial buried   

25 care care careful carefully 

26 challenge challenge challenging   



27 chase chase chasing   

28 cheer cheerfulness cheerful cheerfully 

29 choose choice chosen   

30 clear clarity clear clearly 

31 collect collection collective collectively 

32 comfort comfort comfortable comfortably 

33 complex complexity complex   

34 confuse confusion confused   

35 consider consideration considerable considerably 

36 console consolation consoled   

37 continue continuity continuous continuously 

38 craze craze crazy crazily 

39 create creation creative creatively 

40 credit credit creditable creditably 

41 cure cure curable   

42 curse curse cursed   

43 damage damage damaged   

44 deafen deafness deaf   

45 decide decision decisive   

46 decorate decoration decorative   

47 delight delight delightful delightfully 

48 demand demand demanding   

49 derive derivation derivative   



50 deserve deserve deserving   

51 destroy destruction destructive destructively 

52 develop development developing   

53 die death dead   

54 differ difference different differently 

55 disturb disturbance disturbing   

56 dust dust dusty   

57 educate education educative   

58 embarrass embarrassment embarrassing   

59 empower power powerful powerfully 

60 empty emptiness empty   

61 encircle circle circular circularly 

62 encourage courage courageous courageously 

63 endanger danger dangerous dangerously 

64 enthuse enthusiasm enthusiastic   

65 enumerate number numerable   

66 envy envy envious enviously 

67 evaporate evaporation evaporating   

68 expect expectation expected expectedly 

69 explain explanation explainable   

70 explore exploration exploring   

71 fascinate fascination fascinating   

72 feed food     



73 firm firmness firm firmly 

74 fly flight flying   

75 force force forceful forcefully 

76 glorify glory glorious gloriously 

77 grow growth growing growingly 

78 harm harm harmful harmfully 

79 hate hatred hateful hatefully 

80 heal health healthy healthily 

81 hope hope hopeful hopefully 

82 identify identification indentified   

83 identify identity indentifying   

84 imitate imitation imitative imitatively 

85 impress impression impressive impressively 

86 include inclusion inclusive inclusively 

87 indicate indication indicative indicatively 

88 inform information informative   

89 inhabit habitat inhabitant   

90 injure injury injurious injuriously 

91 inquire inquiry inquiring   

92 instruct instruction instructive   

93 insult insult insulting insultingly 

94 intent intention intentional intentionally 

95 interfere interference interfering   



96 introduce introduction introductory   

97 invent invention inventive   

98 irritate irritation irritating irritatingly 

99 lead leadership leading leadingly 

100 live life lively livingly 

101 live life alive livingly 

102 live liveliness lively livingly 

103 lose loss lost   

104 madden madness mad madly 

105 migrate migration migrating   

106 modernise modernity modern   

107 moisten moisture moistures   

108 monotonies monotony monotonous monotonously 

109 move movement movable movingly 

110 narrow narrowness narrow   

111 nationalise nationality national nationwide 

112 observe observation observatory   

113 own ownership own   

114 perform performance performing   

115 permit permission permissible   

116 persuade persuasion persuasive   

117 please pleasure pleasant   

118 popularise popularity popular   



119 quicken quickness quick quickly 

120 redden redness red   

121 sadden sadness sad sadly 

122 secure security secured securely 

123 see scene scenic   

124 see sight seen   

125 speed speed speedy speedily 

126 whiten whiteness white   

127   badness bad badly 

 

How can we form abstract nouns from adjectives?? Here are some examples for a better 

understanding!! 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 
 



How can we form adjectives from nouns, verbs or other adjectives?? Here are some 

examples for a better understanding!! 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Change the following sentences as directed without changing their sense: 

1. The audience listened to the leader with patience.(Use adverb of patience) 

2.The child resembles his mother. (Use noun of resembles) 

3.At last he was successful in his venture. (Use verb of successful) 

4. She moved towards the stage slowly. (Use adjective of slowly) 

5.It is impossible for him to revert at this stage. (Use noun of revert) 

6.The project is progressing satisfactorily. (Use adjective of satisfactorily) 

7.She hopes that she will meet him soon. (Use adjective of hope) 

8.It is not allowed to slay animals in the city. (Use noun of slay) 

9.His parents are lucky to have a son who obeys them. (Use adjective of obey) 

10. He has made corrections in all of these sentences. (Use verb of corrections) 

 

 

  V                          1.The audience listened to the leader patiently. 

2.The child has resemblance with his mother. 

3.At last he succeeded in his venture. 

4. She moved towards the stage at a slow pace. 

5.Reversion at this stage is impossible for him. 

6.The progress of the project is satisfactory. 

7. She is hopeful that he will meet him soon. 

8. Slaughter of animals is not allowed in the city. 

9. his parents are lucky to have an obedient son. 

10. He has corrected all of these sentences. 

 
                                                                                             Nabanita Mukherjee  13.04.2020 
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